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A puppy is thrown out into the
cold and empty streets.
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Life is now hard for the puppy
and it can’t find food or

shelter.



Finally, the puppy found
a box to call home.
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Eventully the puppy found scraps of food
outside restaurants to eat.
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The puppy has seen
teribal things since he
was thrown out of  his

house.
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 One day the
puppy

wandered off
and got lost in

the forest.
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The puppy
survived by eating

berries off
bushes.
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Then the puppy saw a bear catching fish and
walked over to it hopping it was freindly
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The bear was not freindly and chased the puppy
to the edg of the forest. then the bear stoped

and walked away
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The puppy saw the dog catcher on the footpath
behind him so he ran away because he was

scared of being captured.



sadly, the dog catcher was to fast and caught the
puppy 
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The puppy is taken to the pound where and all
of the other captured stray dogs are kept. 
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After two weeks a girl named Ella walked in and
choose to adoptopt the puppy.
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When Ella and the puppy arrived home Ella called
the puppy Jasper. Ella and Jasper had a great time

growing up.
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My name is Jake.A. I am currently 10 years old and live in
Australia. I support Hawthorn in the AFL. Most of my hobbies

are playing footy, soccer and tennis. I really enjoy writing stories
about Puppies and Cats because I own a cat named isabel. My

favorite food is meat pie and choc mint ice cream.





A puppy is thrown out to survive on its own. Along the
way he makes progress to finding his forever home but

it isn’t easy. how does he find his forever home…


